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About This Game

3D Hardcore Cube

- this is not an easy platformer in which you want to get to the portal and not to fall into the trap. The game has boosters traffic
boosters bounce, anti bounce, falling cubes, turrets and more!

Key features:
- 1596 achievements.
- Difficult passage.

- Nice graphics and soundtrack.
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Title: 3D Hardcore Cube
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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Very polished game. I like the dorky sounds the little alien robot makes. I know I haven't played much, but I can tell when a
game feels right and will be fun with friends. I think it's definetly a game to show to friends who are interested in VR, or who
haven't tried it yet. I've played about 4 levels, and the immersion is nice. I hear there's about 50 levels, and then a style type of
level, so I believe the content is there. For the discounted price, It was a no brainer for me.. It was a good concept but didnt live
up to much, I would play it as single player for a bit but really wanted multiplayer games and it is not that, it is more a race
against your friend but you never really get an any congrats you won this round or a score so just go onto next level also when
one of you die you are left looking at a blankish screen only with some stick figures on a line to look at until ur friend dies,
would love an over view of them in game.. As a long time Bomberman fan, and lover of puzzle games alike, I absolutely loved
this game! Especially with the new updated music. This is my favorite game on Steam right now. This is the perfect evolution
for the Bomberman franchise and as far as I'm concerned, this game takes place in the same world of Bomberman, just in the
distant future, and Burnstar is a decendent of Bomberman himself! (I'm a dreamer)

Good work Nerve Soft! You've garnered the respect of a starving community.

PLAY THIS GAME. A fun game if you're not braindead. Tad buggy but the developer is good at updating the game for fixes.
Worth the money to support a great dev for future games.. A game for anyone looking for a challenge.. The game is fun, but
there is no players out there so....

Wouldn't recommend to buy this game, you will search for a game for hours.....
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. I love this game on the Gear VR and collected every
briefcase and blueprint and beat every level. On that version, it gives you a swivel chair turning option, which, for example, lets
you turn to the right while looking to the left. This version does not give you that option. It only lets you turn with the right
analog or turn by looking. Maybe, they left it out because they didn't think people with cords would want that option, but I
would with my HTC Vive, as I can stand and turn all day long. Also, they should give it motion controller support.

Update: I'm now recommending this because they lowered the price.. Barely any time on it, I haven't been able to beat stage 2,
but this game is ♥♥♥♥ing amazing.
A hidden gem in the steam store as it allows you to enjoy some pretty sick jams as well as beat alien♥♥♥♥♥in the form of a
touhou-ish bullet hell. The bosses are exactly what you'd expect from this game, and that means that they are big and annoying.
If you're into bullet hells, this game is a must have.. Chef is in Early Access but it is very entertaining. It is a game with lofty
goals, to be sure, with quite a few proported updates on the way including more content; but even as it stands right now it would
be worth what I paid for it. The recipe editor is very inventive and a lot of fun to work with and, while the customization options
for your restaurant are limited at the beginning; it is very satisfying to create the atmosphere for your location.

If you choose to purchase; I heavily recommend also joining the Discord; it is the most effective method of keeping up to date
with what they're doing and you can report bugs to them directly (which, to my surprise, are almost always solved within a day
or two).

I don't know how to melt chocolate in real life, that's how little I cook, and I loved this cooking-based game.
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I don't know why people do this...if you are releasing the game for pc, the minimum that you need to do is have 1080 res.

I can't possibly recomend this for pc when i can't even play it at full screen without blow up pixels.. A Dungeon crawler that
never really develops into anything . You swing your sword at crates or enemies and thats it . You get gold that you can buy
other weapons but you just carry on and on . Got boring very quick . Shame as the graphics are good and there could have been
much more here .. this game is ok because u know i love space stuff but i kinda wish it had more things to do than just repair
stuf.
this game also has the motion law that when you move in one way, you keep moving in that dirction unless acted upon another
force. That is what makes this game some what relistic and chalengeing.
for a $6 game its prety good, i recommend this game to people that like space and to try a new kind of game experince.. The
Bad:

- Very addictive but ultimately terrible. It's Farmville in 3D.

- The characters are lame, you have no say in the main character's decision-making, and the plot is clumsy and forced. The game
is completely linear.

- No customization or changeable options to speak of. You cannot change the graphics settings, the controls, or fullscreen mode.

- It's laughable that people would even classify this game as being in the RPG or survival genres.

- It's a pay-to-play iPhone game that was adapted for Steam. What more can you expect?

* The Good:

- Pretty and cute graphics.

- The controls are good, enabling you to play with one hand for the most part (so you can do more interesting things with your
other hand). I don't know why a lot of other reviewers take such issue with the controls.

- Very addictive.. Pretty cool,

Hopped on and played a few games with folks from all over the world.

Has real potential. An interesting short forom (approx 45 min- 1 hr) experience, combining intentionally crude but memorable
3D graphics, and a melancholy tone- feels likea combination of walking simulator and visual novel.

I'm not sure that the message resonated with me that much, or that I perfectly understood what the dev was trying to convey,
The story touches on lost friendships and being in a difficult place mentally- and some of it may be more fitting for a younger
person, but it did evoke some emotional response with me. I found some of the areas in the game visually striking despite their
simplicity, and the music complements it well.

I have no interest in VR in a general sense, and even dislike the concept, but this is one of the few games I might be interested in
experiencing through that medium.. I enjoyed the game a lot! I rate it in the high 8s or low 9s depending on the day. It's
especially LOTS OF FUN to play with friends guys!. Ever since I've heard of VR I wondered what would it be like to play an
escape the room on it. I don't have to wonder anymore and the game is simply amazing! The art is fantastic and the puzzles are
great. It's a great VR experience!
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